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Moral Defense Of The Market: Individuals
Have Full Opportuni ...y To Exercise Choice
BY WILLIAM P. FIELD, JR
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For over 200 years, the defender of
The efficiency argument for the marthe market usually has responded to the ket may be useful in converting pragAs is continually . emphasized by criticism that market decisions arc based matists and in persuading advocates of
economists, only two methods of mak- on selfishness with the argument that bigger government that they must hold
ing economic decisions exist in a mod- the market, with its emphasis on self- back somewhat in their desires because
em society-the market system or cen- interest, is more efficient than govern- of the efficiency costs, but the long run
tral planning by government Of course, ment planning. This argument is based future of the market would be dim
every modern society uses some mix- on Adam Smith's classic book, The indeed if efficiency was its only defense.
ture of these two decision-making Wealth of Nations, in which Smith first
So the market advocate must look
methods. Particular terms with positive presented the concept of the "invisible elsewhere for a viable moral justificaor negative connotations frequently are hand" of the market system.
tion for the market One possibility lies
applied to economies emphasizing one
Smith explained that under a market in the moral defense of selfishness, as
or the other of these alternatives. A system, each individual, acting in his most strongly expressed in the works of
predominantly market economy may own self-interest, is guided by an "in- Ayn Rand. In both her novels and her
be referred to as a free market economy, visible hand" to produce those goods essays, Rand eloquently defends the
a free enterprise economy or monopoly and services most desired by .others. right of each individual to a a in his own
capitalism. A predominantly planned The consumer, by purchasing various self-interest. She points outthe illogic of
economy may be referred to as social- goods and services, gives a direct indi- altruism, which implies that each inism, the corporate state or the welfare cation of his preferences; and compcti- dividual should care greatly for every
state. Use of such loaded tem1inology tion among businesses, by presenting person in the world except one- himdoes not change the fact that every the possibility of profit and the threat of sei( She argues that only a positive
modern society must make all economic bankruptcy, creates pressures leading emphasis on self-fulfillment can give
decisions through one or the other of firms to make efficient use of resources. meaning to life and condemns the evil
these two methods.
On the other hand, those acting through results of supposedly altruistic governThose who generally advocate that government, even though perhaps well- ment dominance of an economy.
manv, if not most. economic decisions intentioned, are likely to do more harm
Rand's argument is certainly cmobe ~ade throu gh the market, whether than good, since they have no direct tionally appealing to many individuals
they consider themselves neoconserva- measure of what consumers want and who already supported the market
tive, conservative, libertarian or what- what the most efficient use of resources system before contact with her writings,
ever, face the problem of defending this Js.
and her argument is sometimes quite
position against the argumems of those
Smith's argument is unquestionably effective in converting the undecided.
who favor increased government plan- valid economic analysis; the "invisible Unfortunately, it has done little to
ning. My purpose here is to examine the hand" of the market is inherently more change the minds of those opposed to
various possible defenses of the market efficient than the "visible hand" of . the market, and to selfishness. This
and to single out that defense most government But, even though he offered failure surely is not a result of a weakly
likely to provide a broadly acceptable a brilliant economic defense of the presented argument (How could anymoral justification for the argument market system, Smith, ironically, also one claim that Ayn Rand's argument is
that market decision-making is general- struck a blow against the morality of the weakly presented?), but rather of the
ly preferable to government decision- market by emphasizing selfishness as the basic difficulty of getting· people to
making.
market's basic ingredient. Efllciencv accept self-interest as a wonderfuliy
The greatest difficulty faced by the arguments, even if valid, are not suffi·- m6ral basis for action. After all, what's
advocate of the market is th e traditional cient to provide a viable moraljustifica- so wonderfully moral about doing what
argument that market decision-making tion for a particular method of econo- you want to do, about doing whatever
generally is based on self-interest, while mic organization. Few advoca tes of in- makes you happiest or richest? You may
government decision-making is based creased governmem control of the see nothing wrong with individuals
on social needs. Not only the oppc?/ economy would emphasize, or even acting in such a manner, but it is hard to
nents of the market but also many of its claim, that government planning is accept the idea that people should be
defenders tend to accept this distinction. more efficient than market decision- praised for such activities. The gloriInevitably, this leaves the market system makin g. Rather they defend expanded fication of greed is a very difficult, in fact
without an acceptable moral justifica- government by arguing that actions basially impossible, task.
tion, since market activity is said to be based on selflessness and social need
So the defense of the market usually is
based on greed, a quite unattractive allow the possibility of achieving such weakened from a moral defense to
hum an characteristic 'Fhe advocate of · moral ends as economic equality, simply a statement th at since people are
expanded government, on the other elimil)ation of alienation and recogni- greedy (often admitted to be regrethand, is given an insurmountable ~~- tion of the universal brotherhood of table)), the market is the most effective
vantage in the struggle for mo~allegttJ- man. Needless to say, the emotional method for making socially productive
macy, since government actions are appeal of th ese arguments is somewhat use of greediness (Adam Smith again).
said to be based on altn.tis~1, a much stronger than the appeal of market The implication here is that if we could
more attractive charactensuc.
efficiency.
. just reform people and make them

- 2 altruistic, we wouldn't · have to put up argum ent does have significant value in nity for choice. With expanded govwith the vaguely immoral market sys- discrediting government The key ernment control of the economv, in·
tem but could move on to a truly moral problem with this approach, however, dividual choice is inevitably restricted.
and just society. The advocate of the is th at it is b asically a negative argument The increased coercion th at results •
market might then say that man is not which simply says that government may from expanded government cannot be
perfectible, so the market system is be just as bad as the m arket in terms of moral for th e simple reason that it
necessary permanently.
emphasis on greed. No positive moral eliminates individ';lal choice and thus
Obviously, such a defense of the defense of the market emerges from the individual moral responsibility. Judgments of appropriate moral behavior in
market is not exactly an emotionally "public choice" viewpoint
Thus, we still have no defense of the particular siruarions must be m ade by
stimulating, spirit-raising argument
which excites the enthusiasm of true market which provides true moral the individuals involved, and in order to
believers while bringing huge numbers legitimacy. The "greed is efficient," make such judgments individuals must
of converts over from the other side. All "greed is good" and "government is have the opportunity to choose among
the emotional appeal still remains with greedy, too" arguments all fail to pro- various alternatives. Morality without
expanded government, as its advocates vide a market defense which is likely to choice has no meaning. Passi\'ely fol·
promise all those things mentioned lead large numbers of people to accept lowing government orders cannot be
the moral superiority of market activity described as demonstrating morality.
before plus the perfection of man.
com pared to g~vernment activity.
The best defense of the market, then,
as
The advocate of the market, still on
~I
IS
not
lo~t
One
fi~al
is
to argue that individuals should be
Fortunately,
the defensive, again must look elseargument
rem~ns
for
use
m
defendmg
left
with the maximum pcssible opporwhere for an effective moral argument.
The "greed is efficient" argument is the market. Th1s argument makes the tunities for choice and thus with maxivalid economics but fails to provide a truly crucial distincti?~ between market mum moral responsibility. This arguviable moral base for the market; the a~d government acti:VI.ty and do~s p:o- ment does not have to be applied to the
"greed is good" argument appeals to v1de the needed positive moral JUStlfi· •extremes of pure libertarianism whose
advocates argue for no govern:Oent at
some but is too much for most people catio~ for the marke~
Th1s argument pomts out that the all because of the basic immorality of
to accept. The next possibility follows in
a rather straightforward manner from whole ~el0shness versus selflessn.ess force. Obviously, some basic governthese previous arguments. Why not debat~ IS JUSt a straw man, ddlecung ment functions, such as police proquestion the moral legitimacy of attention from the true moral defense of tection and national defense are degovernment by pointing out that the market. The crucial differen.ce signed to protect individual rights and
?etv:•een market and governm~nt actJv- expand opportunities for choice. But
"government is greedy, too"?
The "public choice" school of econ- Ity IS not greed ve.rsus altrUism, .but expansion of government beyo nd these
omists has done exactly that. James rather voluntary chOice versus coerciOn. basic functions inevitably, at some
Buchanan (Virginia Polytechnic InstiAs so eloquently explained by F.A. point, begins to restrain rather than
tute) and other economists of this view- Hayek in the second volume of his Law, expand choice. Acceptance of the
point question the assumption that Legislation and Libert)~ the market argument presented here leads to the
government actions generally are based allo~vs people, through voluntary conclusion that these expansions of
on an altruistic concern for social needs. choice, to coordinate their activities. government should not be supported
They argue that just as the private Different individuals take action based except for very good reasons which
choices of individuals in a market on _different motives. Some emphasize outweigh the basic evil of restriction of
economy generally are based on self- their own problems; others concern choice and responsibility which is ininterest, so are the public cho;ces th('tmrln·s wirh social needs"~ the~· ~('(' volved.
So now we have our moral defense of
people .make through government them. Most individuals take action
based
on
a
mixture
of
motivations,
with
the
market, a defense that should have
Voters,
politicians,
government
sdf-inter~st
domi~ant
at
certain
times
strong
emotional appeal to just about
bureaucrats and special interest groups
all are concerned with using govern- and altruism domi~ant at others. The everybody. The case for the market is
ment to promote their own purposes. market allows specialization, coopera· the case for voluntary choice and inAfter all, surely it is illogical to think that tion and coordination of activities with· dividual moral responsibility, not the
people are purely selfish in their private out each party in a transaction having to case for selfi~hness. The case against
activities but somehow become com- know the moti\'ation of the other. Each government is the case against force and
pletely altruistic when they take action person, within the necessary constraints the resulting restriction of choice, not
through government Thus, according of the market, is free to pursue whatever the case against altruism. Use of this
to this argument, the dichotomy of goals he considers appropriate. It is not argument should enable the advocate
private selfishness and public selfish- necessary to judge whether people of the market to take the offensive, to
ness is basically invalid and provides no primarily emphasize self-interest or argue that the market is basically moral
moral justification for government altruism; it is not necessary to judge and government basically immoral,
which one they should emphasize. The and to put the burden of proof on those
activity.
Unquestionably, the "public choice" market, then, is completely neutral on who wish to expand government.
argument contains a substantial ele- the selfishness versus selflessness issue,
ment of truth. Any reasonable observer and that issue is irrelevant to an evalua(Dr. William P. Field, Jr., is Assoof modern governments would have to tion of the market
ciate Professor of Economics, Colagree that many demands for governlege of Business Administration.
Thus, the moral defense of the
ment aetion originate from selfish market lies in the fa~t that in the n1.\rket
Nicholls State University, in
rather than altruistic motives. Thus, this individuals have maximum opportuThibodaux. Louisiana..)
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